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EZ400 Stock Feeder is the culmination of experience. 
Constantly strive to improve the safety and functional-
ity of our feeders, an approach which has yielded us an 
international reputation for quality and durability. All power 
feeders are made to meet or exceed the standards that 
professional woodworkers have come to expect.

Keep Workpieces Stable
The double roller and optimum spring suspension design 
generates friction and pressure on the workpiece. Work-
pieces with minor variations in thickness of up to 30mm 
are easily compensated via a roller spring left mechanism.

Quality You Can Depend On Even Feed Rate
A continuous duty 3/4 horsepower motor provides the 
feed, ensuring that your feed rate is consistent and reli-
able. Actual feed rates are subject to blade sharpness, 
cutter rotational direction, and workpiece characteristics.

Variable Speed
Speed settings can easily be adjusted depending on 
your requirements speed adjustment ranging from 2-7 M/

min (6.5-56 fpm), the EZ400 provides a range of 
speed options for your stock feeding needs.
Robust Mount and Stand
The EZ400 comes equipped with durable ductile 
steel vertical and horizontal support column and 
joint that features an “L” locking mechanism for 
securing feeders into horizontal, vertical, or 
angled-feeding positions. (SS03 Heavy Duty 
Smart Stand)

A Smarter Stand 
An extra long support column and arm allows 
for use of this mount and stand on larger wood 
machining equipment such as a shaper or table-
saw. The horizontal rotation also has a clutch and 

memory-lock, making quick cutter blade switches 
a safer and quicker task.
Secure Mounting
Fully adjustable support columns are built with 
large hand wheels, which move feeders horizon-
tally or vertically along columns. Four bolts hold 
vertical support column to table surface.

Technical Specification:
Voltage    3 phase
Horsepower    3/4 hp
Forward/Reverse   YES
Range of Speeds (50Hz/60Hz)  2-17 m/min 
Rollers Size [4 x 2]    120 x 25 mm 
Roller Suspension   30 mm 
Net Weight    83 kg 


